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A B S T R A C T

Pulsed compression is introduced for the conversion of methane, by pyrolysis, into ethylene. At the point of
maximal compression temperatures of 900 to 1620 K were reached, while the initial and final temperature
of the gas did not exceed 523 K. By the use of a free piston reactor concept pressures of up to 460 bar
were measured with nitrogen as a diluting gas. From 1100 K onwards methane conversion was measured.
By increasing the temperature, the mechanism of pyrolytic methane conversion, being subsequent production
of ethane, ethylene, acetylene, . . . , benzene, and ultimately tar/soot, was clearly observed. Without hydrogen
in the feed, the attainable operating window (C2-selectivity vs. methane conversion) observed was similar to
other catalytic oxidative and non-oxidative coupling processes. With hydrogen, in a first attempt to optimize
the product yield, 24% C2-yield (62% ethylene selectivity, 93% C2-selectivity) at 26% conversion was reached
without producing observable soot. It is worthwhile to explore pulsed compression further because it does not
require a catalyst and therefore, does not deactivate over time and it operates at low reactor temperature.
For many decades, the direct coupling of methane to olefins has
een studied [1–3]. This process is considered to be attractive because:
1) methane is abundantly available and production is increasing,
.g. by recent fracturing techniques [4], (2) it poses a more cost-
ffective and environmentally friendly alternative to the energy in-
ensive naphtha steam crackers [2,5], (3) it provides the possibility
f local and small-scale production of olefins [6], e.g. from methane
hat would have been flared otherwise [7,8]. The impact of replacing
aphtha by methane can be substantial, since products like ethylene
nd propylene are bulk chemicals with respectively a demand of 150
nd 100 megatonnes/year [9].

There are two direct routes from methane towards olefins being
nvestigated: oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) and non-oxidative
oupling of methane (NCM, investigated in this work). To date, both
outes require catalysis and many catalytic systems for OCM and NCM
ave been investigated [1–4,10,11]. Plasma techniques (NCM) can
onvert methane non-catalytically. However, acetylene is the main
roduct [12] and thus catalysis is required to hydrogenate to ethy-
ene [13].

Typically, C2-yields of OCM are between 10 and 20% with peaks to
0% [3,14]. Most of the research was carried out at laboratory-scale
nd a small number of pilot-plants have been in operation [15]. A
rawback of using OCM is the downgrading of a part of the feedstock
i.e. producing CO2), thus having a low carbon efficiency. The challenge
ies in selectivity control, since any (oxygenated) hydrocarbon is
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more reactive than methane itself [1]. Other challenges reported are
the heating of a gaseous feed to the temperatures of around 1073–
1173 K, the difficulty in heat management of the exothermic reaction
and the stability of the catalyst [14]. High energy consumption of
the separation train in combination with low C2-yields (<25%) make
the process still far from competitive on both capital expenditures
and operational expenditures compared to the conventional naphtha
steam cracking [5,16]. The drawbacks of OCM increased the interest
in NCM [1,17–19]. NCM is essentially the pyrolysis of methane. The
main challenge of methane pyrolysis for the production of olefins is to
achieve high conversion and prevent soot formation, as no oxygen is
there to prevent that [17,19]. At temperatures of 973–1173 K reported
C2-yields (ethane, ethylene and acetylene) were typically limited to
5% (Pt–Bi or Ni–P catalyst) [20,21]. Somewhat higher temperatures
(≈ 1373 K) resulted in yields of around 23% of ethylene using a
single iron site catalyst [22]. At the Institut Français du Pétrole pilot
scale research was conducted [23]. However, the severe conditions and
catalyst deactivation in combination with low yields have limited NCM
from commercialization [4,17].

In this work we introduce a low temperature (<573 K) non-
oxidative, non-catalytic and non-plasma method to convert methane
to ethylene and other valuable products. We report here our first
observations, without a complete understanding of the underlying
phenomena yet, to make the findings available to the community
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Fig. 1. Simplified reaction path of methane pyrolysis [17,24–27].

for further exploration of its opportunities. The method is based on
pulsed compression of methane. Pulsed stands for very fast compression
and subsequent decompression. The high temperatures reached by the
compression enable the pyrolysis of methane.

The difficulty of thermal is that the first step has a very high
activation energy between 419 and 452 kJmol−1 [30] and thus requires
2

a high temperature, but once that is overcome methane can react all the
way down to soot, as displayed in Fig. 1. Hence, the desired products
are intermediates in the reaction chain. The only way to produce
ethylene is to stop it in the middle by quenching with unconventional
speeds. Or in other words: only allow for a very short reaction time at
high temperature.

The pulsed compression reactor (PCR) can achieve the required
conditions of fast heating to high temperatures and rapid quench-
ing [31,32]. The first description of a compression reactor dates back
to 1926 and was invented by M. Brutzkus [33], who proposed it
for cracking hydrocarbons. More recent versions of that are rapid
compression machines. Recently the potential of a rapid compression
machine is discussed in detail [34–36]. The PCR used in this study is
shown in Fig. 2. It is a compression reactor with a free piston, which
was designed for research purposes at the University of Twente [32].
The PCR has many similarities with a ballistic compressor, of which
the first research on methane pyrolysis was conducted in 1958 by P.A.
Longwell [37]. The difference is the ability to perform shots repeatedly
after each other, without the need for re-assembly of the set-up.

The PCR has the feature of being able to reach high temperatures of
up to 1300 K as in Fig. 2 in 8 ms, reaching heating rates of 1⋅105 K/s,
see Supporting Information for the calculation. More importantly, it
quenches the reaction products at the same rate during expansion back
to atmospheric pressure (see Fig. 2), thereby stopping the reactions
towards soot. There are two energy inputs for this system, one is the
pre-heating of the gas and the other is the amount of work supplied
through the launch gas. The amount of energy needed for methane
pyrolysis in the PCR is the endothermic internal energy change of the
reaction, the friction losses and heat losses during compression. The
heat losses are not quantified at this point, so for this work it is assumed
during calculations that the gas is compressed adiabatically. We will
report on the energy balance in an upcoming publication.
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the pulsed compression reactor. The reactor is operated batch wise. The figure shows a pressure and temperature curve of a typical pulse. 1.
Pressure sensor 2. Laser sensor 3. Launch gas release holes 4. Moveable piston 5. Reactant chamber 6. Launch mechanism.
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Fig. 3. Single shot results of 8% of methane in argon at an initial reactor temperature of 523 K. Conversion and selectivities are plotted. Lines are for guidance purposes only. A
similar graph was obtained for the series in nitrogen, as displayed in the Supporting Information.

Fig. 4. Single shot results of the pulsed compression reactor (PCR) including equilibrium lines and energy input (calculations and additional EQ lines can be found in the Supporting
Information). The TDC temperature is calculated based on the measured pressure curve (Fig. 5), inlet composition and real adiabatic compression relations calculated with the
GERG-EoS [28].
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Fig. 5. Single shot results of the pulsed compression reactor (PCR). The shown isotherms are average values of the points adjacent to the lines. The same legend of Fig. 4 applies
here. The isotherms do not apply for experimental points with zero conversion.
The piston and cylinder were machined in such a precise manner
that a gap of only 10–30 μm exists between piston and stainless steel
wall. This creates a sealing and causes the gas to be the lubricant itself,
replacing the need for oil. The reactor body was made out of stainless
steel. For reducing friction between materials the piston was made out
of graphite (Entegris (POCO) ACF-10Q grade) and it weighs 0.869 kg.
Pre-heating of the reactor and inlet gas in order to achieve higher
compression temperatures and pressures was possible. Tests were done
at initial temperatures of 303, 423 and 523 K. The difference between
the thermal expansion coefficient of stainless steel and graphite causes
the gap to become bigger at elevated temperatures, thus three pistons
were machined with different diameters. To perform a compression on
a mixture the reactant chamber (nr. 5 in Fig. 2) was filled with a certain
feed composition at atmospheric pressure. Then the piston (nr. 4) was
launched by releasing a fraction of a 130 ml volume of pressurized
nitrogen (nr. 6, up to 140 bar) underneath the piston. Typical launch
pressures used were between 50 and 110 bar. To make sure only a
single shot is performed most of the launch gas was released through
the holes on the side (nr. 3). Release holes in the bottom part (not
shown) damp the next bounce of the piston. The position of the piston
(either piston is seen or not seen) was measured by a Keyence FS-
V31M laser (nr. 2) to determine the time at which the piston first
moves. The pressure was measured in the top (nr. 1) by an Optrand
D732A8 pressure sensor using a sampling frequency of 150 kHz. The
compositions of the mixture were measured before and after a shot
using a Varian-450 gas chromatograph (GC). This GC is able to measure
a range of permanent gases and identify separate hydrocarbons up to
C5. Everything from C6 to C8 cannot be separately identified and is
therefore grouped under the name C6–C8. Solid carbonaceous deposits
were observed inside the reactor and condensed tar was found in the
gas samples. The sum of carbonaceous deposits and the tar is termed
soot and/or carbon balance, the amount of which is quantified by
calculation. The conversion and selectivities are on carbon basis. The
absolute error margin on the conversion is 1.4%, on the C2 selectivity
it is 2.0% and on the C2 yield it is 0.53%. The complete experimental
procedure and calculations can be found in the Supporting Information.

The maximum point which the piston reaches is called the top
dead centre (TDC), which is variable for each shot. The TDC tem-
perature was not measured, however it was calculated according to
4

adiabatic compression relations [38] and a reactor model using real
gas approximations from the GERG-2008 equation of state [28]. In
this calculation the heat of reaction was neglected, because of the
uncertainty of the soot composition. It was estimated that by inclusion
of the heat of reaction the temperature would be 0–200 K lower in the
range between 0 and 78 % conversion (see Supporting information).
The fast expansion after reaching TDC causes the reaction time to be as
short as < 100 μs (see graph in Fig. 2). The achievable TDC temperature
depends on the isentropic exponent of the mixture. As an example:
compressing a gas from atmospheric pressure to 100 bar starting at 523
K results in a TDC temperature of 3370 K for pure argon, of 1220 K for
pure nitrogen and of 1310 K for 10% (molar basis) methane in argon.

Fig. 3 shows conversion and selectivity versus TDC temperature for
an experimental series of 8% methane in argon. At 1100 K, conversion
was 8% and the highest selectivity was measured for ethane, ethylene,
acetylene and C2-C3 olefins. This proves that the PCR is indeed able
to start methane decomposition and to quench the reaction path at
the desired products. The formation of products observed in the PCR
as a function of temperature follows the reaction scheme proposed as
in Fig. 1, globally. At first ethane is formed, followed by ethylene,
acetylene and propylene. At higher temperatures, soot becomes the
main product. Soot was only present when either acetylene or benzene
was also measured.

A set of results going from 100% methane to a dilution of only 3%
of methane in N2 and Ar is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 5 shows the
conversion against the measured pressure at TDC and Fig. 4 shows
it against the calculated temperature based on the measured TDC
pressure. The 60% conversion point in nitrogen reached a pressure of
460 bar and 1530 K, having a compression ratio of 132.

In Fig. 4 two equilibrium (EQ) lines are plotted (see Supporting
Information for calculations): one giving the conversion versus temper-
ature when assuming that only gaseous compounds are present (gas
EQ line in Fig. 4), the other assuming that gases are in equilibrium
with solid carbon (C(s) EQ line in Fig. 4). These calculations show that
there is also a thermodynamic limit to the conversion of methane. When
a measurement was positioned in the region between the predicted
equilibrium lines with and without solid carbon, the product slate
contained intermediate products like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
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Fig. 6. Comparison of pulsed compression versus OCM [3] and NCM [21,22,29]. Adapted and partly reproduced from Gao et al. [3]. C2 selectivity includes ethane, ethylene and
acetylene.
and/or soot. For an industrial process it is favourable to stay away from
tar/soot production. In that case chemical equilibrium will dictate low
single pass conversion, e.g. 20% for 5% CH4 in nitrogen at 1300 K (see
Fig. 4).

It is confirmed that the determining factor for the reaction to start
is temperature, or in other words the collision of molecules instead
of a unimolecular dissociation. The threshold lies between 1100 and
1150 K, only if this temperature or higher is achieved the reactions
start. Energy input is not the determining factor. This is most supported
by the 100% methane shots where high amounts of energy were put
in, but no conversion was observed. While the total energy input was
amongst the highest, 900 K is by far too low to start the reaction. The
same conclusion can be drawn from experiments at similar energy input
around 25 kJmol−1 of feed gas. When this amount of energy was added
to 8% CH4 in argon a conversion of 26% was observed. Adding the
same amount of energy to 6% CH4 in N2 resulted in no conversion at
all. The energy input to the whole feed is defined as the sum of the
heating of the gas from 298 K to the initial reactor temperature and the
amount of work that was put in, which can be calculated by evaluating
the integral of -pdV using a reactor model (for details see Supporting
Information). Note, this is not the energy needed for the process, but it
is the energy put into a single compression. In a continuous process, this
energy minus the reaction heat and the friction losses can be recovered.
5

For methane concentrations below 10% (volume), the compression
temperature can easily reach the required 1150 K (and above). Using
nitrogen is only possible in the PCR, because it is able to withstand
and keep the high pressure of up to 460 bar that is present at the TDC.
A conventional (diesel) combustion engine can reach pressures up to
150 and 180 bar at frequencies between 8 to 35 Hz [39]. Possibly
these engines can go higher, but the PCR design at this point already
grants the possibility to replace the expensive argon that is used in
compression research [34,35,40,41]. A disadvantage of introducing
nitrogen is the possibility of the formation of nitrated species. The
most unwanted one is hydrogen cyanide. According to equilibrium
calculations (See Supporting Information) around 1500 K an amount
of 0.2 vol% could be present in the product mixture. However, the
likelihood of nitrogen bonds breaking at these temperatures is low, as
nitrogen bonds are very strong. This will be investigated and reported
on in further publications.

The effect of pressure on the conversion at the same temperature
is shown with the isotherms in Fig. 5. Around the TDC temperature of
1325 K the pressure is lower in argon and higher in nitrogen mixtures.
Starting from an initial reactor temperature of 423 K results in an
even higher pressure in order to obtain the same temperature. This
high pressure of 460 bar compared to the 80 bar in argon reduces the
conversion by a factor 2. The effect of pressure is quite significant, but
the temperature remains the most important factor. The temperature
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and pressure are strongly linked. Therefore, inevitably the conversion
is limited more in nitrogen mixtures. However, a higher conversion
results in a lower selectivity, so the high conversion region is not
the preferred operating window. This is shown in the left graph of
Fig. 6, which shows the C2 selectivity (ethane, ethylene and acetylene)
lotted against the conversion. Experimental results from this work are
ompared to OCM [3] and NCM [3,21,22].

The OCM data obtained in the temperature range between 873 and
073 K follow nearly the same C2-selectivity-conversion path as the
CR at 423–523 K. The difference is the fact that CO2 and CO are
he remainder of the balance, instead of the soot in the PCR. At high
emperatures (>1073 K) combined with the use of a selective catalyst
CM is able to achieve C2 yields above 20%. Although many of these
atalysts still suffer from thermal stability issues [14].

The right graph of Fig. 6 shows that the selectivity and yield towards
he unsaturated C2 components ethylene and acetylene is comparable
or OCM, NCM and pulsed compression. The absence of a catalyst in
he PCR seems to have no significant effect on selectivities. The main
ifference is observed in a lower ethane production compared to OCM.
atalytic NCM has similar selectivities, though the challenge still lies

n maintaining the activity by preventing coke formation [4,17].
The most interesting experiments from this work are the ones

ontaining hydrogen, as displayed in Fig. 6. In a continuous process
ydrogen does not have to be added externally, as it is a reaction
roduct. The best shot with 5% CH4, 15% H2 and 80% nitrogen reached
conversion of methane of 19% with a selectivity to ethylene of

3% and a C2 selectivity of 95%. The remainder of the selectivities
re 20% ethane, 11% acetylene, 3% of propylene and 3% of C6-C8.
t is considered that hydrogen suppresses the initial methyl radical
ormation and as a result leading to less ethylene consumption and less
oot formation [17,42,43]. The combination of the hydrogen addition
ith the high quenching rate of the PCR results in an interesting
perating window with high C2 selectivities and no soot at a conversion
bove 15%. This is not necessarily the case, since only adding hydrogen
s not sufficient for fully reducing soot formation in this conversion
egion [23,44].

Experiments in argon (Fig. 6 and more detail in Supporting Infor-
ation) show that conversion can still be increased while maintaining

imilar C2 and ethylene + acetylene selectivities, without the formation
f soot. The addition of hydrogen is a variable that can steer towards
igh selectivity with minimal to no soot formation. More research
owards the optimal ratio between hydrogen and carbon can provide
viable operating window for pulsed compression. The wall effects are
ifficult to quantify, but the conversion over a large time span stays
onstant (see Supporting Information). The reactor cap is made out of
tainless steel and after initial shots it is covered with soot. This soot
overed situation was the case for all the experiments presented in this
aper and over the course of three months of experimenting the reactor
ap was never cleaned. In a continuous situation a layer of soot will be
uickly formed, thus our results are representative of that situation. The
ffect of the soot on the gas phase reactions is difficult to quantify, but
ased on the measurements discussed in the previous paragraph it is
ossible to operate without producing additional tar or soot.

A disadvantage of compression is that a high dilution is needed, but
t a potential piston reciprocation frequency of 62 Hz and 60% scaveng-
ng efficiency (40% of product mixture remains in the reactor chamber)
he PCR with the current reactor volume of 0.452⋅10−3 m3 with the

best shot in nitrogen described previously could theoretically produce
2.7 mol/m3

reactor/s of ethylene plus acetylene (268 kg/m3
reactor/h). This

s a promising starting point considering that the industrial range lies
etween 1 and 15 mol/m3

reactor/s [45]. Alternatives techniques like
CM produce 0.5 mol/m3

reactor/s of C2 [46] and plasma reaches 2.1
ol/m3

reactor/s of C2 species [13]. Research on higher methane feed
oncentrations is ongoing. A major advantage of compression is the
bsence of a catalyst and the low operating temperature.

Concluding, pulsed compression in the pulsed compression reac-
or (PCR) has opened up a new possibility for converting methane
nder non-oxidative and non-catalytic conditions into ethylene with
6

romising conversion and selectivity, worthwhile exploring further.
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